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Mission: Purpose & Scope of Digital

To develop and implement a strategy 

which will support sustainable economic 

growth and establish the Isle of Man as 

a centre of international excellence and 

innovation for digital industries.
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Key Statistics: 2018-2021

£2.3m
total funding  

secured

80%
Island Lorawan  

coverage

45
businesses and affiliates 

in the blockchain 

accelerator programme

10
IOT projects launched 

or in the pipeline

303
international press 

articles created

£11.5m
committed to roll-out 

of ultrafast fibre to 

difficult to reach areas

23
digital businesses 

launched

50%
increase in gaming 

licenses

44%
homes passed 

with ultrafast fibre 

broadband

5
new or adapted 

strategies launched

41
board decisions 

approved

3
Esports business/

organisations 

created on-island
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Executive Summary: Vision 2024

This document sets out our strategic 

vision for the Isle of Man which will 

develop the Island’s technology sector 

to support sustainable economic growth 

and establish the Isle of Man as a centre of 

international excellence and innovations 

for digital industries. Our mission is to 

create an environment, through innovation 

and collaboration, where the Isle of Man’s 

digital economy thrives. 
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We aspire to improve the economic development of 

the Isle of Man through attracting top tech talent and 

businesses to the Island and supporting organic growth 

of the digital sector as a cornerstone of the economy. 

We seek to improve quality of life by leading on the 

development of digital skills and by creating exciting 

job opportunities in digital sectors and supporting those 

across all island-industries in-line with current and future 

digital transformation. 

In order for the Isle of Man to remain competitive well 

into the future, we must maintain our thriving digital 

sector while proactively developing new, market adjacent 

tech sectors, supported by robust and agile regulation. 

We must keep pace with developments in technology 

and industry through timely engagement and constant 

feedback from our industry peers; developing new 

initiatives to ensure the Isle of Man remains an attractive 

location for digital business. 

We have developed this strategy in collaboration with the 

Digital Isle of Man Board and our industry stakeholders, 

understanding our strengths and weaknesses, and 

identifying opportunities for the Island in the ever 

evolving digital economy. 

The Isle of Man already has a compelling offer across 

various digital industries, from start-ups to large scale 

organisations, with so many already calling the Island 

home. The Island offers and excellent quality of life; 

residents enjoy short commute times, excellent standards 

in both healthcare and education, and some of the 

lowest personal tax rates in Europe. We are conveniently 

located in the British Timezone with direct links to London 

with a short flight. Infrastructure and connectivity is 

unparalleled, with ultrafast fibre broadband being rolled 

out at pace and seven sub-sea cables offering direct 

connectivity to Europe and the Americas. 

In this strategy, we’ve set out a clear ambition to be a 

fast paced centre of innovation with six pillars of our 

framework reinforcing how we aim to achieve that goal. 

However, we understand we must not focus on the 

pillars in isolation and we encourage the development of 

digital industries across all mediums. This strategy seeks 

to unify our sector and focus activity, building stronger 

relationships and positioning the Isle of Man as an 

international brand in the tech sector. 

Executive Summary: Vision 2024
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Digital Overarching Approach

BusinessThemes

Priorities

Enablers Skilled workers | Partnership with industry | Cross-government collaboration | Immigration

Outcomes

PeopleGovernment Infrastructure

• Ensure a thriving 

digital sector

• Focus on growth of 

on-island business

• Encourage new 

market-adjacent 

sector

• Agile legislation 

and regulation

• Engage and 

be recognised 

internationally

• Drive global 

awareness of our 

digital sector

• Expand the talent 

pool

• Attract top talent

• Training available 

to support careers

• World class 

infrastructure

• Trial Isle, a 

destinations for 

innovation

• Continue to exploit 

our assets

10% growth of sector 

year on year

60% organic, 40% 

new business

Island recognised as 

a fast-paced centre 

of innovation

Businesses can 

find highly skilled 

workers to enable 

growth

Be seen as a world 

leader in the top 

quartile for telecoms 

and data
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BUSINESS

Why: 

The Isle of Man’s digital sector is already seeing significant 

growth, with the eGaming industry now accounting for a 

3rd of the Island’s GDP. To ensure continued growth, our 

focus is to widen this out and diversify the Island’s digital 

economy beyond eGaming. 

How: 

We are focusing on the synergies across industry to 

expand our remit in the wider tech sector and encourage 

new, market adjacent sectors to ensure a thriving digital 

ecosystem

Benefit/Outcome: 

Year on year growth of sector

GOVERNMENT

Why: 

An agile and responsive government, coupled with a 

pragmatic approach to regulation is vital in creating the 

right environment for emerging and existing digital 

sectors to thrive. This will play an important part in our 

continued success as we drive global awareness of our 

digital ecosystem.

How: 

We will continue to work closely with our regulators 

and government departments to support business by 

removing barriers to entry and increasing speed to value.

Benefit/Outcome: 

The Isle of Man is recognised as a fast paced centre of 

innovation

Overarching Approach: Themes
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PEOPLE

Why: 

Expanding the talent pool across digital industries is key 

if our sector is to ensure future growth.  There is already 

a high level of digital talent in the Island, however we 

must keep pace with the ever evolving landscape and 

ensure current and future generations of Island residents 

are able to meet the requirements demand by the tech 

industry.

How: 

We will continue to attract top talent to the Isle of Man 

in collaboration with businesses domiciled here. We will 

encourage a culture of lifelong learning in our Island 

residents through supporting them with digital learning 

and development opportunities across all industries, 

given the pace of digital transformation.

Benefit/outcome: 

Business can find highly skilled workers to enable 

growth and residents are supported with meaningful job 

opportunities.

INFRASTRUCTURE

Why: 

All digital businesses require excellent infrastructure 

in order to be successful. If the Isle of Man is to remain 

competitive we must continue to invest in advanced 

infrastructure to provide our Island’s business with the 

resilience and reliability they need to ensure the lights 

always stay on.

How: 

We will continue to exploit our assets as an Island 

with robust power and telecoms infrastructure that is 

constantly being improved upon, positioning the Isle of 

Man as a true destination for innovation.

Benefit/Outcome: 

The Isle of Man is seen as world leader in the top quartile 

for telecoms and data. 

Overarching Approach: Themes
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GrowthPriorities

Approach

Enablers Skills | Banking | Tax & Duty | Immigration

Outcomes

PropositionRelationships Economy

• Focus on growth of 

on-island business

• Continue to attract 

high-quality 

businesses

• Expand the 

available talent 

pool

• Form a close 

partnership with 

the sector

• Ensure a sector is 

well informed on 

initiatives

• Clear 

understanding of 

sector challenges

• Market the Isle of 

Man’s proposition

• Awareness of 

global trends and 

challenges

• Use the local sector 

as champions

• Ensure the Island is 

financially competitive

• Investigate further 

economic growth 

areas

• Continue to promote 

licenses

10% growth of sector 

year on year

60% organic, 40% 

new business

Trusted relationships

Account 

management plans 

for all on-island 

eGaming businesses

Global recognition

Global reputation 

of supporting 

business within our 

jurisdictions first and 

foremost

Delivery of a new 

revenue stream

Potentially an Isle of 

Man lottery or another 

initiative

Approach: eGaming
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Approach: Blockchain

PromotionPriorities

Approach

Enablers Regulation | Rapid mobilisation | Supportive ecosystem | Capital investment availability

Outcomes

GrowthRegulation Adoption

• Continue to 

build out Digital 

Accelerator

• Strong PR around 

Island ecosystem 

news

• Promote thought 

leadership articles

• Continue to create 

sector specific 

guidance

• Develop a closer 

working with 

regulator

• Develop a more 

iterative business 

journey

• Better understand 

target markets

• Widen focus 

beyond blockchain 

and DLT

• Ensure strong 

relationships with 

the sector

• Demonstrate 

diverse and healthy 

ecosystem

• Widen focus beyond 

blockchain and DLT

• Consider how IOMG 

can adopt blockchain

Strong global identity 

and presence

Increased YOY 

applications to the 

DAP for consideration

Best in class 

regulation for target 

businesses

To be expanded 

iteratively

New Blockchain/

Fintech jobs

Established on-

Island

Government use case 

identified

Alongside regulatory 

fluency and an 

established ecosystem
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GrassrootsPriorities

Approach

Enablers Regulation | Products | Awareness | Relationships

Outcomes

EducationAwareness Regulation

• Create trust with 

local talent and fans

• Identify areas of 

growth that need 

support

• Integrate local 

events into digital 

sector

• Produce authentic 

marketing content

• Engage with 

recognised names 

in the space

• Listen to and 

learn from sector 

challenges

• Produce 

educational esports 

content

• Deliver 

presentations on 

the ecosystem

• Run discovery 

workshops

• Facilitate discussions 

with industry leaders

• Identify and 

document findings

• Work with GSC on 

regulatory proposal

A recognised local 

Esports ecosystem

Which creates 

credibility and 

understanding when 

engaging with the 

global esports industry

An authentic, 

credible voice in 

Esports

And aligned to make 

the Isle of Man the 

esports jurisdiction 

of choice

Understanding of 

the industry and its 

needs

Across all supporting 

businesses on-Island

A published roadmap 

towards regulation

Which will explain the 

Island’s approach to 

support and legitimise 

esports business

Approach: Esports
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PromotionPriorities

Approach

Enablers Raise awareness | Entrepreneurship | Local industry engagement | Wider educational involvement

Outcomes

EducationAdoption Relationships

• Develop and 

publish interesting 

case studies

• Build Smart Isle 

visualisation and 

Open Data

• Attract tech trails to 

the Island

• Ensure our network 

is easy to join and 

use

• Deliver 

Government IoT 

projects

• Engage and 

explore with the 

local tech sector

• Engage with all 

schools, USCM and 

DESC

• Work with 3rd sector 

and community 

group

• Develop resources 

and support for all 

levels

• Build an inclusive 

forum with local 

industry

• Strengthen IOMG 

stakeholder 

relationships

• Grow supporting 

partners for IoT

Establish identity and 

presence

Mentions in global 

industry press and 

increased enquiries 

for tech trails

10 projects live

By end of 21/22 FY 

we will have public 

and third sector trials 

live, supporting 

collateral and data 

sets released

Engagement with all 

schools

Projects live and 

ongoing engagement 

and support to 

be agreed per 

stakeholder

Growth of IOT sector

Protect and grow 

the number of IoT 

associated roles in 

Island

Approach: Internet of Things
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National 
Broadband PlanPriorities

Approach

Enablers Government collaboration | Strategic partnerships | Regulation | New technologies

Outcomes

5G
Undersea 
Cables

Data 
Proposition

• Over 40% of 

Premises passed by 

fibre

• Accelerate 

connections above 

25% take up

• Identify options for 

the final 1-5%

• Additional undersea 

cable to be 

delivered

• New cable fully 

operational H2 2021

• Maximise benefit 

of investment into 

assets

• Spectrum for 5G 

expected Q2/3 2021

• External review 

highlighted lack of 

business case for 5G

• DfE in constant 

review of 5G 

development

• Review data 

opportunities and 

assets of IOM

• Consider a national 

data strategy and USP

• Establish a data 

charter

99% of homes by 

July 2024

With an alternative 

technology solution 

available for 

unviable areas

Wholesale access to 

connectivity

New competitively 

priced off-Island 

resilient connectivity

5G strategy delivered

Telecoms operators 

5G plans supporting 

by agile planning and 

effective regulation

Data value proposition

Which confirms the 

Island as a jurisdiction 

which can hold 

data and provide 

transactional services

Approach: Infrastructure
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Close GapPriorities

Approach

Enablers Industry engagement | Skills providers | Raise awareness | Access to students

Outcomes

Lifelong 
Learning

Plan for the 
Future Inspire

• Survey sector to 

understand current 

needs

• Work with Locate 

for relocation 

campaign

• Explore incentives 

for creating IOM 

roles

• Understand future 

needs and trends

• Feedback loop to 

skills providers

• Horizon scanning 

and benchmarking

• Explore incentives 

to allow people to 

reskill

• Work with sector 

to offer upskill 

pathways

• Normalise lifelong 

learning amongst 

sector

• Showcase career 

journeys and 

pathways

• Demonstrate 

relevance of digital 

skills

• Regularly engage 

students/young 

workers

Understand needs

Deliver a campaign 

brief to Locate. 

Produce an options 

paper to explore 

incentives

Long term strategy

Engage with industry 

and government 

stakeholders to 

publish an agreed 

strategy with detailed 

measurement and KPIs

Embedded ethos

Best in class training 

options available to 

all on the Island - 300 

people through pilot 

Digital Literacy training 

by end of 2021

Digital careers hub 

and forum

Current digital sector 

recruitment, stories 

and training content 

easily accessible

Approach: Digital Skills
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In order to maintain competitive advantage and 

ensure a thriving digital sector, the Isle of Man must 

increase its focus on growth of on-island businesses 

through attracting skilled workers, encouraging new 

market sectors, and continued investment in advanced 

infrastructure; positioning the Isle of Man as a true 

destination for innovation.

Expanding the talent pool across digital industries is 

essential to the future of success of the Island, and to do 

this we must create opportunities to upskill and reskill our 

Island’s population to provide them with the tools they 

need to take on jobs in this burgeoning sector. Indeed 

the coronavirus pandemic has accelerated the pace of 

digital transformation across all of our Island’s industries, 

and it is clear that continued adoption of – and education 

around – technology is paramount to future economic 

success.

As we look forward, we recognise that we must take a 

more coordinated approach across government, our 

regulators, and industry to address sector challenges 

and collaborate on the development of solutions and 

new initiatives for the advancement of the sector. 

Collaboration has been increasingly important to Digital 

Isle of Man and we’ve continued to evolve our network 

over the past three years. We’ve taken significant steps 

to improve our communication methods and create truly 

unique partnerships with industry; we recognise that this 

must not slow and we are committed to understanding 

and addressing the needs of our local industry as we 

work together to drive global awareness of our digital 

sector and make the Island an attractive destination for 

tech businesses.

This framework set out our strategic objectives across six 

key pillars, each with their own approach and enablers 

for success. These encompass both current and new 

initiatives developed to reach the common goal of the 

Isle of Man being recognised as a fast paced centre of 

innovation for digital industries. We will not focus on 

these initiatives in isolation, as we have the foundations 

in place as a destination for digital businesses across all 

mediums to thrive.

Conclusion
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